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QUESTION 1

AN engineer is implementing toll fraud prevention for incoming calls cluster-wide on cisco UCM. What is the first step to
configure this feature? 

A. Set service parameter \\'Block OffNet to OffNet Transfer\\' to False 

B. Configure blocking for inbound calls based on caller ID. 

C. Set service parameter "System Remote Access Blocked Numbers\\' to True 

D. Set service parameter \\'Block OffNet To OffNet Transfer\\' to True 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which Cisco Unified Communications Manager feature is to determine the maximum bit rate for a call between two
video-endpoints? 

A. Partitions 

B. Locations 

C. Regions 

D. transformations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

End users report bad video quality and voice choppiness on Cisco Collaboration endpoints. The engineer changed the
device pool the users were in but did not correct the problem. Which action should be taken to troubleshoot this issue? 

A. Set the service parameter Use Video Bandwidth Pool for Immersive Video Calls to "false". 

B. Check for duplex/speed mismatches between the network port settings of the system and network switch. 

C. Restart the Cisco Location Bandwidth Manager service on the Cisco UCM publisher. 

D. Use direct IP address calls between two endpoints to troubleshoot call quality issues. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4



Refer to the exhibit. 

IP phone A makes a call to IP phone B and RTP voice stream is successfully established between the endpoints. What
option describes how to accomplish this call on phones with incompatible IP addressing versions? 

A. Set common device configuration to IPv4 and IPv6 

B. Set IP addressing mode preference for signalling to IPv4 

C. Assign a media resource group with available MTPs 

D. Enable alternative network address types 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Multiple route patterns match a number. How does Cisco Unified Communications Managers determine which pattern to
use? 

A. the one that comes first in numerical order 

B. the one with the longest match 

C. the one with the closest match 

D. the one that discards everything PreDot 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/voice-unified-communications/unified-communications-manager-
callmanager/13920-call-routing.html#bcr 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 



A collaboration engineer adds a redundant NTP server to an existing Cisco Collaboration solution. On the Cisco UCM
OS Administration page, the new NTP server shows as “Not Accessible”. Which action resolves this issue? 

A. Delete and re-add the new NTP server via the Cisco UCM command-line interface. 

B. Start the NTP service on the new NTP server. 

C. Configure the “reach” value as “377” for the new NTP server. 

D. Restart NTPD on the Cisco UCM server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 

When making a call to a MRA client, what are the combinations of protocol on each of the different sections A-B-C? 

A. IP TCP/TLS(A) +SIP TCP/TLS (B) +TLS (C) 

B. SIP TLS (A) +SIP TLS (B) +SIP TLS (C) 

C. SIP TCP/TLS (A) + SIP TLS (B) + SIP TLS (C) 

D. SIP TCP/TLS +SIP TCP/TLS (B) + SIP TCP/TLS (C) 



Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A company\\'s employees have been complaining that they have been unable to select options on the internal IVR of the
help desk. IT support has been given Cisco UCM traces and below is the snippet of the SDP of the INVITE packet. 

m=audio 25268 RTP/AVP 18 101 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000 a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000 a=ptime:20 a=fmtp:18 annexb=no
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000 a=fmtp:101 0-15 

How is this issue resolved? 

A. Configure DTMF for KPML. 

B. Configure CODEC for G.729. 

C. Configure DTMF for RFC 2833. 

D. Configure CODEC for G.722. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

An engineer is configuring a Cisco Unified Border Element to allow the video endpoints to negotiate without the Cisco
Unified Border Element interfering in the process. What should the engineer configure on the Cisco Unified Border
Element to support this process? 

A. Configure path-thru content sdp on the voice service. 

B. Configure a hardcoded codec on the dial peers. 

C. Configure a transcoder for video protocols. 

D. Configure codec transparent on the dial peers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

When a user dials a number with a phone that is registered to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager, what is the
default timeout before the number is sent? 

A. 15 seconds 



B. 5 seconds 

C. 10 seconds 

D. 3 seconds 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/voice-unified-communications/unified-communications-manager-
callmanager/13920-call-routing.html 

 

QUESTION 11

What are the predefined call handlers in Cisco Unity Connection? 

A. opening greeting, operator, and goodbye 

B. opening greeting, welcome, and default system 

C. greetings, operator, and closed 

D. caller input, greetings, and transfer 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/connection/1x/administration/guide/acm030.html 

 

 

QUESTION 12



Refer to the exhibit The SDP offer/answer has been completed successfully but there is no DTMF when users press
keys. What is the cause of the issue? 

A. DTMF was negotiated properly in these messages. 

B. G.729 rather than G.711ulaw was negotiated. 

C. Payload type 110 was negotiated rather than type 101. 

D. DTMF was not negotiated on the call. 

Correct Answer: D 
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